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“A young couple walking in heavy rain”

"A teddy bear painting a portrait"

Singer et al. Make-A-Video: Text-to-Video Generation without Text-Video Data. 2022.
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Language model

Language model“AI is the new” “electricity”

Autoregressive training:

Predict the next word (token) based on previous words, e.g., GPT

A probability distribution over 
sequences of words

Training data is huge (gigabytes of text) and contains diverse sources

such as Wikipedia, news articles, books, and so on



Language model
Prompting is used to elicit knowledge from pre-trained


language models

Petroni et al. Language models as knowledge bases? 2019.

Idea: Convert input into a language modeling format

Language model
A probability distribution over 

sequences of words

“Dante was born

in ___” “Florence”

Fill-in-the-blank cloze test



Language model
Prompting is used to elicit knowledge from pre-trained


language models

Radford et al. Language Models are Unsupervised Multitask Learners. 2019.

Idea: Convert input into a language modeling format

Language model
A probability distribution over 

sequences of words

Long article

Short summary

TL;DR:

Append this to the 
end of an article



Language model

Language model

Prompting is used to elicit knowledge from pre-trained

language models

A probability distribution over 
sequences of words

Brown et al. Language Models are Few-Shot Learners. 2020

Idea: Convert input into a language modeling format

“Translate English into French:

sea otter => loutre de mer

…

cheese =>”

“fromage”

Task description + examples 
(in-context learning)



Prompting does not introduce large amounts of learnable 
parameters and can handle open-set queries



… but manually crafting a good prompt is non-trivial 
(a bad prompt might fail to retrieve the correct knowledge)



… so some kind of adaptation is needed for downstream tasks



Hard prompt
• Mining-based prompt generation

Relation: subclass of

Manual: x is a subclass of y

Mined: x is a type of y

Gain: +22.7

y is the target to be predicted

Jiang et al. How Can We Know What Language Models Know? 2020.

A large database (e.g., 
Wikipedia) containing both 
subjects (x) and objects (y)

Mined candidates:

x is a type of y (92.7%)

x belongs to y (80.2%)

…

x is a subclass of y (70.0%)

Mining



Hard prompt
• Paraphrasing-based prompt generation

x is a subclass of y
x is a type of y (92.7%)

x belongs to y (80.2%)

…

Paraphrasing

A seed prompt (manual or mined) - Back translation (Jiang et al., 2020) 
- Neural prompt rewriter (Haviv et al., 2021) 
- etc.

Jiang et al. How Can We Know What Language Models Know? 2020.



Restricting the search space to existing vocabulary tokens is suboptimal



Soft prompt

Language model“Dante was born

in ___” “Florence”

Zhong et al. Factual Probing Is [MASK]: Learning vs. Learning to Recall. 2021.

Language model “Florence”
Learnable tokens max log p(y |prompt)

“Dante”

Gradient will go through the frozen LM and 
be used to update the learnable tokens

Turn the prompt tokens into 
learnable vectors



Soft prompt

Li and Liang. Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation. 2021.

• Only learns task/user-specific prompt vectors

• Only needs to store these vectors for each task/user



Insights about soft prompt in NLP
• Can handle low-data regimes

Li and Liang. Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation. 2021.



• Is domain-generalizable

Lester et al. The Power of Scale for Parameter-Efficient Prompt Tuning. 2021.

“Prompt tuning tends to give stronger zero-shot performance than model tuning, 
especially on datasets with large domain shifts like TextbookQA.”

Insights about soft prompt in NLP



• Longer prompt works better but should not be too long

Li and Liang. Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation. 2021.

Insights about soft prompt in NLP



• Initialization matters a lot (word embeddings >> random)

Li and Liang. Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation. 2021.

Insights about soft prompt in NLP



• Interpretable? … sort of

Finding 1: 
Top-5 nearest words form clusters, 

e.g., lexically similar cluster {Technology, Technologies, technological}, 
or diverse but related cluster {entirely, totally, completely, 100%}

Finding 2: 
Init words tend to persist through training

Lester et al. The Power of Scale for Parameter-Efficient Prompt Tuning. 2021.

Insights about soft prompt in NLP
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2023: Prompting is everywhere

Alayrac et al. Flamingo: a Visual Language Model for Few-Shot Learning. 2022.

DeepMind’s Flamingo

• Image/video recognition

• Captioning

• Question answering

• Visual dialogue

• etc.



2023: Prompting is everywhere

Li et al. Otter: A Multi-Modal Model with In-Context Instruction Tuning. 2023.



2023: Prompting is everywhere

Kirillov et al. Segment Anything. 2023.



2023: Prompting is everywhere

Bar et al. Visual Prompting via Image Inpainting. 2022.



2013 vs. 2023

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Old days: one model for one purpose

Prompt 1 Task 1

Prompt 2 Task 2

Prompt N Task N

“Foundation model”
… …

Now: one model for multiple purposes



Credit: Visual Prompting Livestream With Andrew Ng, Landing AI



Prompt learning for visual language models



CLIP: Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training

Radford et al. Learning Transferable Visual Models From Natural Language Supervision. 2021.

• Data: 400M image-text pairs

• Compute: 250-600 GPUs

• Training time: up to 18 days



Zero-shot recognition via prompting

Radford et al. Learning Transferable Visual Models From Natural Language Supervision. 2021.



How to adapt such gigantic models to downstream tasks 
to get better performance?



Fine-tuning?

• Fine-tune image encoder: -40%

• Fine-tune both: collapse

The model is too large so 
it needs a lot of data to 

avoid overfitting



Prompt engineering?

A slight change in wording could lead to big changes in performance
https://github.com/openai/CLIP/blob/main/notebooks/Prompt_Engineering_for_ImageNet.ipynb



Prompt engineering is also hard

Zhou et al. Learning to Prompt for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

A slight change in wording could lead to big changes in performance



Context Optimization (CoOp)

Zhou et al. Learning to Prompt for Vision-Language Models. 2022.



Context Optimization (CoOp)

Zhou et al. Learning to Prompt for Vision-Language Models. 2022.



CoOp is a few-shot learner

Zhou et al. Learning to Prompt for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

11 datasets covering diverse classification problems:

generic/fine-grained objects, scenes, actions, etc.



CoOp is domain-generalizable

Zhou et al. Learning to Prompt for Vision-Language Models. 2022.



More insights about CoOp

Zhou et al. Learning to Prompt for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

• Longer prompt works better but there is diminishing return



Zhou et al. Learning to Prompt for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

• Initialization does not matter

More insights about CoOp



Zhou et al. Learning to Prompt for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

• Interpretable? … not really

Finding 1:

Few are somewhat relevant,


e.g., “fluffy” and “paw”

Finding 2:

The whole prompt does not


make much sense

More insights about CoOp



Soft prompt in CV vs. NLP

CV NLP

Allows few-shot learning? Yes Yes

Is domain-generalizable? Yes Yes

Longer prompt works better? Yes but has diminishing return Yes but not too long

Initialization matters? No Yes

Is interpretable? Not really Sort of



Can CoOp generalize to broader (related) 
concepts within the same dataset?

The prompt only works for a subset of classes (i.e., overfitting)

Zhou et al. Conditional Prompt Learning for Vision-Language Models. 2022.



More failure cases of CoOp on unseen classes 
(same dataset)

Zhou et al. Conditional Prompt Learning for Vision-Language Models. 2022.



What is a good prompt?

Zhou et al. Conditional Prompt Learning for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

A good prompt should characterize each instance 
with some specific context words



Conditional Context Optimization (CoCoOp)

Zhou et al. Conditional Prompt Learning for Vision-Language Models. 2022.



Findings of conditional prompt learning

Zhou et al. Conditional Prompt Learning for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

• Is more generalizable



Findings of conditional prompt learning

Zhou et al. Conditional Prompt Learning for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

• Is more transferable



Findings of conditional prompt learning

Zhou et al. Conditional Prompt Learning for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

• Is more robust to distribution shifts



Findings of conditional prompt learning

Zhou et al. Conditional Prompt Learning for Vision-Language Models. 2022.

• Is very slow to train

3D prompt tensor: 
n_sentence x n_token x dim 



Want faster training? Try multimodal prompt 
learning

Zang et al. Unified Vision and Language Prompt Learning. 2022.



Have more compute? Try neural prompt search

Zhang et al. Neural Prompt Search. 2022.



What if we only have access to model APIs?



Model-as-a-Service (MaaS)
• APIs are provided to users instead of model weights

• Reasons: model size, accessibility, maintenance, monetization, security, etc.



Visual in-context learning

Bar et al. Visual Prompting via Image Inpainting. 2022.

In-context example

Query

User can customize models by “tuning” the in-context example(s)



Visual in-context learning

Bar et al. Visual Prompting via Image Inpainting. 2022.

• Train: Masked image modeling

Key idea: Train the model to fill 
missing patches

Training dataset: Computer Vision Figures, with 88k unlabeled grid-like 
images collected from computer vision papers



Visual in-context learning

Bar et al. Visual Prompting via Image Inpainting. 2022.

• Test: In-context learning

No parameter update!



Visual in-context learning

Zhang et al. What Makes Good Examples for Visual In-Context Learning? 2023.

• The choice of in-context examples matters a lot

Random selection => large variances

Manual selection is time-consuming



Prompt retrieval

Zhang et al. What Makes Good Examples for Visual In-Context Learning? 2023.

Use the API’s output as supervision



Unsupervised prompt retrieval

Zhang et al. What Makes Good Examples for Visual In-Context Learning? 2023.

Semantic closeness

Source dataset Candidate

Query

Off-the-shelf model

Find the closest

Off-the-shelf model



Supervised prompt retrieval

Zhang et al. What Makes Good Examples for Visual In-Context Learning? 2023.

Directly optimize in-context learning using a surrogate loss



Prompt retrieval vs. random selection

Zhang et al. What Makes Good Examples for Visual In-Context Learning? 2023.
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Seg. (mIOU) " Det. (mIOU) " Color. (mse) #
Random 27.56 25.45 0.67

UnsupPR 33.56 26.84 0.63
SupPR 35.56 28.22 0.63

Foreground segmentation Single object detection Colorization



# in-context examples: more is better

Zhang et al. What Makes Good Examples for Visual In-Context Learning? 2023.



Order of in-context examples: does not matter

Zhang et al. What Makes Good Examples for Visual In-Context Learning? 2023.

Variances of different orders



What are good in-context examples?

Zhang et al. What Makes Good Examples for Visual In-Context Learning? 2023.

Closeness in semantics, background, pose, appearance, view point, etc.



Key takeaways

Prompting => conversational visual intelligence

• Prompting has become a dominating paradigm in both NLP & CV

• Soft prompt learning in NLP & CV:

• is data-efficient

• is domain-generalizable

• is difficult to interpret

• Conditional prompt learning works better but is slow to train

• Multimodal prompt learning offers better trade-offs

• Do neural prompt search if more compute is available

• Only APIs are available? Use their output as supervision
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